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The properties of N-methylacetamide along a cis-trans isomerization pathway described by twisting about
the C(O)-N bond are examined at finite temperature both in vacuo and in explicit water solvent. Two distinctly
different theoretical descriptions, an ab initio (DFT-BLYP) and an empirical (CHARMM22) model, are studied
in order to permit an assessment of the dominant forces active in the system. An analysis of the solvent
structure at equilibrium and changes in solvation structure accompanying isomerization is, therefore, given
for each model. Many-body polarization effects absent under CHARMM22 but present in the ab initio model
are found to have a profound influence on the system. The electronic structure of the NMA molecule predicted
by the ab initio method along the reaction coordinate is examined in order to shed further light on changes
in peptide “partial-double” bond character [C(O)-N] as isomerization takes place. A new statistical-mechanical
interpretation of the entropy change during a chemical reaction is presented to help interpret the thermochemistry
of the simple reaction.

I. Introduction
N-Methylacetamide (NMA, CH3-CO-NH-CH3) is a simple
molecule that can be used to model a subset of the properties
of polypeptides. The secondary amide functionality [R-C(O)N(H)-R] present in NMA is ubiquitous in polypeptides as it
constitutes the polymeric linkage that connects amino acids in
these macromolecules. The equilibrium population of transNMA(aq) is roughly similar to that found in a polypeptide
backbone where the trans arrangement of adjacent nonprolyl
amino acids is favored by ∼1000:1.1 Thus, the solvent interactions driving the formation of the nonprolyl cis-trans conformers in polypeptides are reasonably approximated by NMA. For
example, the transient binding of a water molecule to either
the carbonyl oxygen, O*, or amide hydrogen, H*, in transNMA(aq) can be expected to reflect some important features
of the aqueous solvation of a protein/polypeptide backbone.
However, since NMA is a rather simple small molecule, it is
amenable to study by high resolution/accuracy experimental and
theoretical techniques that are not easily applicable to large
systems.
The properties of NMA away from the cis and trans
conformers are, also, of current interest. The twisting of transNMA about its nonprolyl peptide C(O)-N bond is a rare event
that occurs much less frequently than the amino acyl-prolyl cistrans isomerization process. (Note, for the latter the cis-trans
population ratio is only about 4:1.1) Indeed, nonprolyl isomer* Corresponding author. Present address: Computational Science, Department of Chemistry and Applied Biosciences, ETH Zurich, USI Campus,
Via Giuseppe Buffi 13, CH-6900 Lugano, Switzerland. E-mail: ymantz@
phys.chem.ethz.ch.
† IBM T.J. Watson Research Laboratory.
‡ Université Pierre et Marie Curie.
§ New York University.
| Present address: Département de Chimie, Université de Montréal,
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ization is a slow process that can be induced in proteins by its
particular/unique sequence,2 a nonprolyl isomerase,3 or an
intermolecular binding event,4 which can in turn lead to the
more efficient formation of secondary structural elements5 or,
in contrast, hinder folding.6,7 Furthermore, the change in the
C(O)-N bond order from a “partial-double” bond in either
trans- or cis-NMA to a single bond near the transition state is
typical of the electronic restructuring that occurs during either
prolyl or nonprolyl isomerization in polypeptides and is still
incompletely understood. For example, the definition of a
“partial-double” bond in formamide remains the subject of
debate.8,9 Consequently, it is desirable to study the “breaking”
of this unusual bond.
In this article, finite-temperature simulation studies of NMA
in vacuo and in water solvent are presented for both a
CHARMM22 and a BLYP-DFT model description of the entire
system (NMA + water). Both equilibrium simulations of the
trans conformer as well as umbrella sampling computations
along a preselected pathway to isomerization, the Ω ) ∠C(H3)-C(O)-N-C(H3) torsion angle, are given. This paper
builds on our recent letter10 where the first ab initio11,12
description of the properties of fully solvated NMA(aq) were
presented. Here, the computations are further mined in order to
provide new insights. First, by comparing the solvation structure
of NMA(aq) along the pathway to the structure of neat liquid
water solvent at the same level of theory, the effect of the NMA
solute on the water bonding network can be observed. Hydrogen
bonds involving either O* or H* are characterized, providing a
perspective on the solvation of the polypeptide and protein
backbone hydrogen bonding groups. The thermodynamic,
structural, and electronic properties of the NMA molecule itself,
as it is twisted about the Ω angle, are explored as well. The
geometric distortion of NMA and the accompanying electronic
structure perturbations in the amide group recently revealed10
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TABLE 1: Major Simulation Studies Performed (Symbols
are Defined and Force Fields are Referenced in the Text)
force field

NH2O
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NMA(g) about Ω
BLYP
CHARMM22

L300 (Å)
9.0/18.0a
15.0

NMA(aq) about Ω
BLYP
CHARMM22
CHARMM22

27
27
232

9.687
9.687
19.105

eq-NMA(aq)
BLYP
CHARMM22
CHARMM22

27
27
232

9.687
9.687
19.105

u (ns)

δt (fs)

0.224b
4.480c

0.125
6.0

0.224b
107.52d
4.480

0.125
6.0
6.0

0.150
3.000
4.000

0.125
6.0
6.0

a
Specifies inner and outer box lengths. b Biased trans-NMA (btNMA): 0.056 ns; NMA near the barrier maximum (bts-NMA): 0.112
ns; biased cis-NMA (bc-NMA): 0.056 ns. c Performed Nsim ) 20 times
as long to estimate the BLYP error. d Only 4.480 ns are used to estimate
the error in BLYP results.

using state-of-the-art analysis tools are discussed further, and
the molecular dipole moment of NMA and the solvating water
molecules during isomerization is calculated, allowing manybody polarization effects to be discerned. Both static (0 K) and
thermodynamic energy profiles are presented, motivating a novel
decomposition of the entropy change of reaction in terms of
new thermodynamic quantities that can be physically interpreted
at the molecular level.
The organization of the paper is as follows: In section II,
the simulations details are given. In sections III-VI, the radial
and angular solvent shell structures of NMA at selected points
along a pathway to isomerization are analyzed. In section VII,
the structural, energetic, and electronic properties of NMA
during isomerization (and those of the neighboring water
molecules) are discussed. Conclusions are drawn in section VIII.
II. Computational Models and Methods
Both ab initio and empirical MD sampling schemes as
implemented in PINY_MD13 are employed to study trans-NMA(aq) and the isomerization of NMA(g) and NMA(aq) along a
preselected pathway, the Ω ) ∠C(H3)-C(O)-N-C(H3) torsion
angle. Simulation details, including the number of H2O molecules, NH2O, in the periodic cubic box of length L at temperature
T, LT, the data collection period, u, and the simulation time
step, δt, are given in Table 1. Results obtained from a given
simulation are designated by labels such as “C22 eq-NMA +
232 H2O” that are defined below. A discussion of the analysis
of statistical uncertainty in configuration sampling is given in
Appendix A, and more discussion of the MD methods and force
fields is given below. In addition to the finite-temperature
simulations described in the table, geometry optimizations of
NMA(g) with constrained values of Ω are performed at the
BLYP level of theory with a plane-wave basis set using
PINY_MD13 and at the MP2 level of theory with a
6-311++G(d,p) basis set using Gaussian 98.14
The Car-Parrinello ab initio MD (AIMD) technique employed herein is an efficient combination of both MD and
density-functional theory and thus permits the study of groundstate electronic structure and transient hydrogen-bond breaking
and formation at finite temperature. The AIMD simulations are
performed at the BLYP15 level of theory with a finite planewave (“pw”) basis set and are labeled AIMD (BLYP/pw) to
emphasize the limitations of this technique. This choice of
approximate functional is justified by the reasonable description
of the water hydrogen bond reported in previous studies (see,

for example, ref 16) and is validated throughout by comparison
to MP2 calculations. The basis set is truncated at Ecut ) 70 Ry
and a single k-point (Γ-point). Separate Nosé-Hoover chain
thermostats17 for the ionic and electronic degrees of freedom
are used for better temperature control. To improve adiabaticity,
the hydrogen masses are set equal to that of oxygen, which
preserves all static properties for classical nuclei. Nuclear
quantum effects are neglected entirely in this work, introducing
an additional error in the predicted solvent shell structure. Also,
a preconditioning scheme is employed,18 such that the electronic
fictitious “mass”, µ, is raised above 400 au for high-energy/
frequency components of the plane wave expansion that might
couple to the nuclei efficiently.
The CHARMM2219 (abbreviated C22) force field, which
includes the TIP3P20 H2O model, is the empirical force field
description selected for study in the present work. C22 is
inexpensive to simulate and still widely used in large-scale
biomolecular simulations. It captures the essence of many
empirical models that are parametrized at a single state point.
Such models often possess unphysically large energetic penalties
for geometric distortions such as cis-trans isomerization.
Umbrella sampling MD and AIMD simulations of the
torsional pathway to isomerization are performed in the usual
way by introducing harmonic biasing potential terms centered
at selected values of Ω, termed Ω̃j, to the force field. The
potential of mean force is obtained from the biased data using
the weighted histogram averaging method (WHAM), as reviewed in ref 21. In total, 28 runs are performed with different
terms separated by 5° near the barrier regions in order to achieve
sufficient sampling but by 15° elsewhere. Starting from an
appropriate configuration (vide infra), each of the 28 AIMD
(BLYP/pw) runs [of either BLYP NMA(g) or of BLYP NMA(aq) in 27 BLYP H2O molecules] is commenced by performing
1 ps (in vacuo) or 2 ps (in solution) of equilibration, followed
by 8 ps of data collection for a total of 224 ps (Table 1). Three
sets of 28 MD runs including C22 NMA(aq) in either 27 or
232 TIP3P H2O molecules as well as C22 NMA(g) are also
performed and run sufficiently long in order to obtain reasonably
well-converged results. In this work, biased trans-NMA(aq),
labeled “C22 bt-NMA + 27 H2O”, is studied by analyzing 27
ns of data collected from seven different C22 runs with Ω̃j values
of (135°, (150°, (165°, and -180°; biased cis-NMA,
designated “C22 bc-NMA + 27 H2O”, from seven C22
simulations with Ω̃j values of 0°, (15°, (30°, and (45°; and
biased “transition state” NMA, labeled “C22 bts-NMA + 27
H2O”, from 54 ns of data collected from 14 runs with Ω̃j values
of (60°, (75°, (90°, (95°, (100°, (105°, (120°. One of
the 28 C22 runs with Ω̃j ) -180° is extended in order to obtain
results for the solvent shell structure of C22 trans-NMA(aq)
that are subsequently labeled “C22 eq-NMA + 27 H2O” or “C22
eq-NMA + 232 H2O”, respectively. On the other hand, results
pertaining to “BLYP eq-NMA + 27 H2O” are generated by
extending five runs (with Ω̃j values of -180°, (165°, and
(150°) to improve the statistics.
An efficient dual length scale method22 is utilized to study
the isomerization of NMA in vacuo under the DFT force field.
A single NMA molecule is placed inside a small box of length
9 Å with a large plane-wave basis set cutoff of 70 Ry that is
contained within an 18 Å simulation cell whose basis set cutoff
is 10 Ry. The cluster boundary condition method of ref 23 is
employed in the computations. This dual length scale scheme
is several times more efficient than a conventional one and is
just as accurate, i.e., isolated NMA in a 12 Å simulation cell
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with a 70 Ry cutoff and employing the method of ref 23 to
enforce cluster boundary conditions.
The umbrella sampling simulations of NMA(aq) along the
isomerization pathway are set up as follows. First, two sets of
28 cells are obtained by “dunking” an NMA molecule whose
geometry is optimized in vacuo under either the BLYP or C22
force field with a biasing potential centered at Ω̃j into an
equilibrated box of TIP3P H2O molecules. A third set of 28
cells is obtained by dunking only the C22-optimized NMA
molecules into a larger TIP3P water box. In total, 84 simulation
cells are generated, each of which contains a single NMA
molecule in either 27 or 232 TIP3P H2O molecules. Subsequently, each system is simulated for 200 ps in the NVT
ensemble under C22, but with NMA held fixed, to equilibrate
the surrounding H2O’s. Next, the 56 cells containing NMA
molecules whose geometries were optimized using C22 are
equilibrated with flexible NMA for 120 ps in the NPT ensemble
under C22, followed by 200 ps of data collection to determine
average box lengths L
h ) 9.69 Å (27 H2O) or 19.11 Å (232
H2O). The ratio of L
h to a cell’s length is used to translate the
molecules and construct a new group of 84 simulation cells with
a length of either 9.69 or 19.11 Å. Subsequently, these 84 cells
are reequilibrated for 200 ps in the NVT ensemble, with NMA
held fixed. The 28 cells containing NMA in a minimum
geometry on the biased BLYP potential energy surface are used
as initial configurations for umbrella sampling AIMD (BLYP/
pw) in the NVT ensemble, i.e., 2 ps of equilibration is performed
for every flexible BLYP NMA surrounded by 27 BLYP H2O,
followed by 8 ps of data collection. As for the remaining 56
cells, production runs are commenced with flexible C22 NMA
surrounded by either 27 or 232 TIP3P H2O in the NVT
ensemble.
As an interesting aside, the molar volume of eq-NMA(aq)
can be estimated from the C22 NPT simulations using V
h NMA ≈
L
h 3 - 30*Nwtr, where “30” is the molar volume in Å3 of a TIP3P
H2O molecule at 300 K. A range of V
h NMA values is calculated,
92-105 Å3, for NMA solvated by 27, 41, or 85 H2O molecules.
This corresponds to the volume of a sphere with 5.6-5.9 Å
diameter that is only slightly greater than the maximum
separation between hydrogen atoms on different methyl groups
of the optimized trans-NMA(g) structure, i.e., 5.4 Å. The
uncertainty in V
h NMA arises from taking the difference of two
large numbers. The assumption of a single constant molar
volume (of a TIP3P H2O molecule) is more accurate as the box
size is increased. However, the tradeoff is a greater uncertainty
in L
h that badly skews the final result, based on NPT simulations
performed with up to 1000 H2O molecules for 200 ps. Thus, a
much longer NPT simulation with more than 85 H2O molecules
would be needed to obtain a better estimate.
III. Radial Distribution Functions of NMA in Liquid
Water
To understand the hydrogen bonding interactions between
water and NMA that are the dominant forces driving NMA
solvation, appropriate radial distribution functions are examined,
here. Of particular interest are the NMA amide hydrogen-water
oxygen distribution, denoted gH*O(r), and the NMA carbonyl
oxygen-water hydrogen distribution, labeled gO*H(r). First,
however, an appropriate definition of the radial distribution
function in concentrated solutions is given when a comparison
to results generated at infinite dilution is desired. Subsequently,
the distributions gH*O(r) and gO*H(r) predicted by the two
different models, empirical and ab initio, are presented and
discussed. Based on the two models’ predictions of pure liquid
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water structure, tentative conclusions are reached about the
nature of the true gH*O(r) and gO*H(r) functions, which await
the results of pending neutron diffraction experiments for
confirmation. In addition, the two g(r)’s from points along the
preselected reaction pathway, Ω, under C22 are shown. Minor
differences between the solvent shell structures of cis, trans,
and TS conformers of NMA(aq), where TS denotes the
conformations at the top of the barrier of the selected pathway,
are observed.
A definition of the radial distribution or pair correlation
function for systems at finite concentration that enables comparison to systems at infinite dilution is required. In concentrated
systems, e.g., BLYP NMA(aq) in 27 H2O molecules, the finite
volume of the solute is significant, and the solvent density in
the simulation cell, Fsltn, is different from that of the pure or
neat bulk liquid, Fslvt. Therefore, it is useful to employ Fslvt as
opposed to Fsltn as the reference density in the definition of the
radial distribution function. This is equivalent to scaling the
standard definition by the ratio Fsltn/Fslvt. In principle, this is a
reasonable approach, but it should be noted that at large
distances the distribution function will no longer converge to
unity but rather to Fsltn/Fslvt. However, the interest lies in short
and intermediate range order where an inappropriate choice of
reference density, Fsltn, will distort comparisons. In contrast, the
running coordination number, n(r), is invariant to the choice of
reference density.
To place the NMA-water distribution functions defined
above into the proper context, a comparison is made with the
corresponding water-water distribution functions. The first
(intermolecular) peak of the C22 gO*H(r) is shifted to a slightly
smaller distance, r, compared to the analogous feature in the
gOH(r) of neat liquid TIP3P water (Figure 1, top panel). This
shift is not surprising, given the larger dipole moment of the
CdO group in C22 NMA(aq), 3.01 D, compared to that of a
rigid TIP3P H2O molecule, 2.35 D. The implication is that the
hydrogen bond formed between the carbonyl oxygen and the
water hydrogen is stronger than water oxygen-water hydrogen
bond interaction (i.e., water would prefer to donate hydrogen
bonds to NMA under C22). However, the strength of a hydrogen
bond is a complex function of several degrees of freedom,24
and a calculation of the potential energy surface would be
required to confirm this hypothesis. Interestingly, this small shift
of the first (intermolecular) peak is not reproduced by AIMD
(BLYP/pw). A longer simulation of BLYP NMA(aq) that is
also approaching the basis set limit (e.g., 150 Ry) might reveal
a change that is more consistent with the empirical model
prediction, although this is unlikely. On the other hand, both
models unambiguously predict a substantial shift of the first
(intermolecular) peak of gH*O(r) to larger values of r (Figure 2,
top panel), which is rationalized by the smaller dipole moment
of the N-H group, e.g., 1.89 D in C22 NMA(aq), leading to
weaker electrostatic interactions. As described in ref 25, these
observations are consistent with a comparison between gas-phase
quantum-chemical computations on the water dimer and the
NMA-water dimer.26-28
Some statistically significant differences are observed between
the AIMD (BLYP/pw) and C22 NMA-water radial distribution
functions. First, the smallest values of r for which these functions
are nonzero are markedly different. In fact, this discrepancy is
similar to that observed between AIMD (BLYP/pw) and TIP3P
water16 and is attributed primarily to the parametrization of C22.
In addition, an overstructuring, of gH*O(r) in particular, is
predicted by AIMD (BLYP/pw) relative to C22. This effect lies
outside of the calculated error bars, σ(r), in the middle panels
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Figure 1. (Top panel) Predicted gO*H(r) values between the NMA(aq) carbonyl oxygen, O*, and the water hydrogens, as well as the
gOH(r) values for pure liquid water,16 under both BLYP and C22.
(Middle panels) Error analysis of the BLYP gO*H(r) employing C22
eq-NMA(aq) plotted over two different axis ranges. (Bottom panel)
C22 gO*H(r) values along Ω (0.04 Å bin).

Figure 2. (Top panel) Predicted gH*O(r) values between the NMA(aq) amide hydrogen, H*, and the water oxygens, as well as the gOH(r)
values for pure liquid water,16 under both BLYP and C22. (Middle
panels) Error analysis of the BLYP gH*O(r) employing C22 eq-NMA(aq) plotted over two different axis ranges. (Bottom panel) C22 gH*O(r) values along Ω (0.04 Å bin).

of Figures 1 and 2 (see Appendix A). At distances of 4-5 Å or
less, finite-size effects are insignificant, based on the near-perfect
overlap of the g(r)’s obtained for C22 eq-NMA(aq) in 27 versus
232 H2O molecules (Figures 1 and 2), whose functions are in
reasonable agreement with those obtained elsewhere,29 using a
different (empirical) force field. Because the first peaks of the
oxygen-oxygen and oxygen-hydrogen distribution functions
for pure liquid water are reasonably reproduced by BLYP,16
while the first peak of the TIP3P model is understructured, it is
possible that the BLYP result more closely approximates the
true result. However, the number of water molecules in the first
solvation shell of eq-NMA(aq) predicted by both models is
similar, roughly two surrounding the carbonyl oxygen and one
around the amide hydrogen, despite the significant differences
in the predicted g(r)’s, indicating that the two models are both
capturing the essential physics of the interaction.
Next, the changes in the NMA-water hydrogen bonding
distribution functions along the torsional reaction coordinate are
discussed. As trans-NMA(aq) is twisted about Ω, the solvent
shell structure is basically unaffected until cis-NMA(aq) is

approached. That is, both gO*H(r) and gH*O(r) describing C22
bc-NMA(aq) are slightly less structured than those of either btNMA(aq) or the “transition state” predicted by the approximate/
proposed reaction coordinate (bottom panel of Figures 1 and
2). However, the number of water molecules in the first solvation
shell is reduced by only 0.1 H2O molecule. These relatively
minor changes might be explained by the syn position of both
methyl groups in cis-NMA(aq), causing the H2O molecules
interacting with O* and H* to interfere with each other (see
Section VI). No statistically significant trend is predicted by
AIMD (BLYP/pw).
IV. Spatial Map of Water Molecules Surrounding C22
NMA
To understand the packing of H2O molecules surrounding
NMA(aq), it is useful to construct the three-dimensional spatial
maps of water hydrogen atoms and water oxygen atoms about
the NMA molecule. This is a highly intuitive tool that reveals
both the radial and angular solvation shell structure,16,30 the latter
of which is averaged out in the radial distribution function, g(r).
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Figure 3. The first solvation shell of TIP3P water at 300 K and that
surrounding C22 eq-NMA(aq) in 232 H2O molecules. The enclosed
(red or gray) isosurface regions depicted for r e 4.2 Å have average
oxygen or hydrogen densities at least 3.5 or 1.75 times greater,
respectively, than that of the bulk. Equivalently, the isosurface values
are PO(r) ) 3.5, PH(r) ) 1.75.

The spatial maps are defined such that

gYX(r;T)4πr2 )
FX

∫D(V)PX(r;T)δ(r - r) dr

∫D(V)PX(r;T) dr ) N - 1

(1)

where Y is either O, O*, or H*, while X ) H or O of the
surrounding H2O’s. Far from the NMA molecule, the spatial
maps approach the uniform density limit, lim|r|f∞PX(r;T) f 1.
The spatial map of the first solvation shell structure of C22
eq-NMA(aq) in 232 H2O molecules simulated for u ) 4.0 ns
of data collection is compared to the spatial map of TIP3P liquid
water, below. The maps from the other simulations performed
for less than 4.0 ns of data collection are not fully converged.
In Figure 3, the red (oxygen) and the gray (hydrogen) lobes
depict regions where H2O molecules are likely to be found in
the local frame of the central H2O or NMA molecule. The fairly
uniform spatial arrangement of water molecules in the first
solvation shell surrounding the carbonyl oxygen atom, O*, in
C22 eq-NMA(aq) is consistent with the distribution of neighbors
in TIP3P liquid water (Figure 3). Thus, the single red cupped
lobe representing the donating water molecules’ oxygen atoms
in TIP3P water is replaced by two bands joined at their ends
surrounding O* in C22 eq-NMA(aq). The “hole” in the center
is due to steric interference between the (on average, two)
donating H2O molecules. Both features, the cup in liquid water
and the bands around O*, are highly delocalized due to the
absence of lone pair charges on the oxygen atoms. Thus, a more
localized distribution surrounding O* is anticipated for BLYP
eq-NMA(aq). Additional support for this prediction is provided
by the calculated electron localization functional presented later
in the text for selected configurations of NMA(aq) as it is twisted
about the Ω torsion angle. The description of the electron lone
pairs at O* is similar to that observed on the oxygen atoms in
liquid water.31
The spatial regions describing hydrogen bond acceptor H2O
molecules in liquid water and in NMA(aq) are similar. In TIP3P
water, the regions or “caps” in the upper hemisphere of the local
frame are nearly identical due to the strong directionality of
hydrogen bonding imposed by the donating hydrogen atoms of
the central H2O molecule. Examining the analogous spatial map
of C22 NMA(aq), a single (on average) H2O neighbor is in
contact with the amide hydrogen, H*. The spatial extent of the
caps is slightly less than that observed in liquid water, due to
the fact that the amide hydrogen-water oxygen hydrogen bond
is weaker and, thus, more easily broken as described above.

Figure 4. (Top panel) Predicted P(RO*HO) values between the NMA(aq) carbonyl oxygen, O*, and the water hydrogens, as well as the
P(ROHO) values for pure liquid water,16 under both BLYP and C22.
(Middle panel) Error analysis of the BLYP P(RO*HO) employing C22
eq-NMA(aq). (Bottom panel) C22 P(RO*HO) values along Ω (2° bin).

V. Hydrogen-Bond Angular Distributions of NMA in
Liquid Water
The probability density of hydrogen bond angles formed
between NMA(aq) and the neighboring H2O molecules provides
complementary information to the radial distribution function.
The distribution of two important angles, RO*HO ) ∠O*A‚‚‚
HD-OD (Figure 4) and θH*OH ) ∠H*D‚‚‚OA-HA (Figure 5),
predicted by AIMD (BLYP/pw) and C22 are compared here.
These distributions are obtained by averaging over all donating
and accepting H2O molecules interacting with O* and H*,
respectively, in the first solvation shell taken as the first
(intermolecular) minimum of the appropriate radial distribution
function, i.e., either gO*H(r) or gH*O(r). The principle conclusion
is that those of C22 are understructured, consistent with its
predictions for the (analogous) distributions in pure liquid
water.16 The BLYP distributions may be approximately correct,
as BLYP does a reasonable job predicting the first solvation
shell of the neat solvent,16 although this is by no means a
guarantee. Both P(RO*HO) and P(θH*OH) are examined along the
preselected reaction pathway, Ω, indicating slightly different
hydrogen bond angles in cis- versus trans-NMA(aq).
The geometry of the O*-H and H*-O hydrogen bonds
compared to those in liquid water predicted by both methods
in section III are consistent with the calculated angular distributions presented here (Figures 4 and 5). The C22 NMA(aq) and
TIP3P H2O distributions of RO*HO and ROHO, respectively, are
essentially identical (Figure 4), indicating that P(RO*HO) is
unaffected by the slightly shorter O*-H hydrogen bond relative
to the O-H hydrogen bond in TIP3P liquid water (Figure 1).
On the other hand, the BLYP NMA(aq) distribution of RO*HO
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around C22 NMA(aq) in 232 TIP3P H2O molecules is examined
first, because the calculated functions include both the shortand long-range correlations of interest. At the same time, these
functions are somewhat less structured compared to those of
BLYP and comparatively simple to interpret. Next, a comparison
is made between C22 predictions along the preselected reaction
coordinate connecting the cis and trans isomers, and the section
concludes with a discussion of the functions predicted by the
BLYP model of NMA(aq).
It is useful to define two 3D distribution functions with two
independent variables, a distance and a common angle, in order
to characterize the interaction of NMA with a nearby H2O
molecule. The first function, g2(rO*H,cos RO*HO), is defined by
the radial distance between the carbonyl oxygen, O*, and the
hydrogen atom, H, of a (not necessarily neighboring) H2O
molecule and the cosine of the ∠O*HO angle formed by the
O*-H intermolecular distance and the H-O intramolecular
bond of the H2O molecule. The second quantity, g2(rH*O,cos
θH*OH), is defined similarly but with respect to the amide
hydrogen, H*, and the oxygen atom, O, of a (not necessarily
neighboring) H2O molecule. In either case, the standard radial
distribution function is recovered by integration:

g(r;T) )

Figure 5. (Top panel) Predicted P(θH*OH) values between the NMA(aq) amide hydrogen, H*, and the water oxygens, as well as the P(θHOH)
values for pure liquid water,16 under both BLYP and C22. (Middle
panel) Error analysis of the BLYP P(θH*OH) employing C22 eq-NMA(aq). (Bottom panel) C22 P(θH*OH) values along Ω (2° bin).

is slightly flattened and shifted to smaller values of R compared
to P(ROHO) in BLYP water, consistent with the prediction of a
longer O*-H hydrogen bond. Both methods are predicting a
discernible shift of P(θH*OH), but in opposite directions, relative
to the distributions of θHOH in pure liquid water (Figure 5).
The NMA(aq) angular distributions predicted by AIMD
(BLYP/pw) are markedly different from those obtained under
C22. In particular, both the BLYP P(RO*HO) and P(θH*OH) are
sharper than those of the C22 model. This enhancement is
significant and not a finite-size effect, based on the calculated,
angle-dependent error bars depicting the uncertainty in the
BLYP results and comparison between the distributions of C22
eq-NMA(aq) in 27 versus 232 H2O molecules, as shown in
Figures 4 and 5, middle panels.
The minor differences in the solvation shell structure of cisNMA(aq) compared to that at other points along the preselected
reaction pathway, Ω, revealed in section III are, also, observed
here. The slightly flattened C22 cis-NMA(aq) g(r)’s, implying
less structure, are consistent with the very slight (i.e., barely
significant) broadening in both P(RO*HO) and P(θH*OH) that is
observed for C22 cis-NMA(aq) relative to other conformers
(Figures 4 and 5).
VI. Beyond “Traditional” Measures of the Solvent Shell:
Joint Probability Density Functions
In this section, the radial and orientational order of the water
molecules surrounding NMA is characterized using joint radial
and angular distribution functions.16,32 After describing the
functions themselves, the solvation shell structures of BLYP
and C22 NMA(aq) are examined in detail. The solvent structure

∫-11g2(r, cos θ;T) d(cos θ)

1
2

(2)

Note that g2(r, cos θ;T) approaches unity at large radial distance,
thereby justifying the choice of cos θ as an independent variable.
The structural correlations through the third solvation “shell”
of trans-NMA(aq) are revealed by an analysis of the g2(rO*H,cos RO*HO) function predicted for C22 eq-NMA(aq) in 232
TIP3P H2O molecules. The distribution given in Figure 6
exhibits several distinct maxima. The first, at (1.82 Å, -1), is
an intense (white) peak surrounded by a high density of contour
lines arising exclusively from the water hydrogen atoms that
are participating in hydrogen bonds with the O* atom, while
that at (3.1 Å, 0.5) is assigned to the other hydrogen atom of
the hydrogen-bonded H2O molecules that is not interacting with
O*. Thus, both of these peaks originate from H2O molecules
in the first solvation shell surrounding O*. The peak at (4.46
Å, -1) is due to the nearest hydrogen atom of H2O molecules
in the second solvation shell, that is, H2O molecules interacting
with the H2O molecules hydrogen bonded to O*, as illustrated
in Figure 7. The maximum at (5.1 Å, 0.075) is primarily
attributed to the other, more distant hydrogen atom of the H2O
molecules in the second solvation shell (Figure 7). (The steep
ridge characterizing this peak at rO*H ≈ 5 Å arises from a likely
energetically unfavorable distortion of the hydrogen bond
connecting the second shell molecules to the first shell.) In
addition, third solvation shell molecules that are nearby also
are contributing (Figure 7), resulting in a slanted, oval-shaped
maximum. The elongated feature peaked at (6.54 Å, 1) arises
from the other hydrogen atoms of H2O molecules that are
relatively near to O* in the third solvation shell, while the weak
feature at (7.18 Å, -1) is attributed to H2O molecules in the
third solvation shell that are further away from the O* atom,
i.e., connected to O* through a linear, as opposed to bent, chain
of hydrogen bonds (Figure 7).
Despite the dramatic changes in the contour plots themselves,
the physical changes in the solvation shell structure along the
reaction coordinate are comparatively minor. The contours plots
of NMA(aq) in 27 H2O molecules are shown in Figure 6 and
are drawn over a reduced x-axis range, rO*H e 4.75 Å. Over
this range, the map of C22 bt-NMA(aq) is virtually identical to
that of C22 eq-NMA(aq) in 232 H2O molecules, described
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Figure 6. Predicted g2(rO*H,cos RO*HO) contour maps of C22 eq-NMA(aq) over two different axis ranges, BLYP eq-NMA(aq), and C22 bt-NMA(aq), bts-NMA(aq), and bc-NMA(aq). Only contour lines equal to or greater than 1.05 are shown, and the spacing is 0.025.

above. In addition, the contour plot of C22 bts-NMA(aq) is quite
similar to that of C22 bt-NMA(aq). On the other hand, the most
obvious difference between C22 bt-NMA(aq) and bc-NMA(aq) is the presence of an additional maximum in the contour
plot of bc-NMA(aq) at (3.54 Å, -0.325) and the “disappearance” of solvation shell structure at larger values of rO*H. These
effects are at least partially due to the formation of “ring”
structures made possible by the cis position of the methyl groups
and include some H2O molecules that are bonded to either the
O* or H* atom of NMA(aq) (Figure 8).
The difference in the solvation shell structure between the
BLYP and C22 models of eq-NMA(aq) (Figure 6) can be
rationalized by a more structured second solvation shell induced
by the BLYP functional. In particular, note the presence of an
additional maximum at (3.82 Å, -0.675) and an inward shift
of the other nearby maximum to (4.30 Å, -1). Under C22 eq-

NMA(aq), this feature is due to H2O molecules in the second
solvation shell surrounding O*.
Further insight is gained by an analysis of the g2(rH*O,cos
RH*OH) distribution function determined for C22 eq-NMA(aq)
in 232 TIP3P H2O molecules (Figure 9). The global maximum
at (2.02 Å, -0.375) is due to the oxygen atoms of the H2O
molecules hydrogen bonded to H*. Three other maxima are
located over a range of values of rH*O ≈ 5.5 Å. The peak at
(5.62 Å, 1) is likely due to the (H)O-H group of a first shell
H2O molecule that is hydrogen bonded to O* (Figure 10). The
other two features could be assigned to the hydrogen atom not
interacting with O* of the H2O molecule hydrogen bonded to
this atom. However, the latter assignment is problematic; these
three peaks, which have different rH*O values, are assigned to
the same H2O molecule and thus are expected to have identical
values of rH*O. In any event, conspicuously absent are features
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Figure 7. Selected molecules involved in the solvation of C22 eq-NMA(aq) in 232 H2O molecules.

its C(O)-N bond, the position of the single global maximum
shown changes slightly from 112° (bt-NMA) to 106° (bts-NMA)
to 103° (bc-NMA), while the peak itself is reduced in height
by 20% (Figure 9), an effect that is averaged out in the
calculation of the 2D angular distributions (section V) (i.e., an
average over a range of radial distances is performed.)
VII. Properties of NMA and Solvent During
Isomerization

Figure 8. Selected molecules involved in the solvation of C22 bcNMA(aq) in 27 H2O molecules.

that would be expected from H2O molecules in the second
solvation shell of H* between about 3.0 Å < rH*O < 4.1 Å. In
the correct assignment, the single H2O molecule bonded to H*
is able to rotate about its hydrogen bond (to H*), resulting in a
random orientation of this H2O’s hydrogen atoms and of the
molecules in the second solvation shell surrounding H*. This
results in the absence of structure over the range of values
shown. (Also for this reason, no structural features in the contour
plot of g2(rO*H,cos RO*HO) are attributed to H2O molecules
surrounding H*.) Interestingly, however, the more structured
BLYP eq-NMA(aq) contour map exhibits two maxima at (4.10
Å, -0.475) and (4.18 Å, 0.175) (Figure 9) that, if statistically
significant, suggest the formation of a quasi-rigid arrangement
of neighbors around the H2O molecule hydrogen bonded to H*,
preventing its free rotation. As C22 NMA(aq) is twisted about

The properties of NMA and water solvent along the preselected reaction pathway, the Ω ) ∠C(H3)-C(O)-N-C(H3)
torsion angle, are discussed in detail. First, the choice of reaction
coordinate is justified. Subsequently, the energetic changes
during isomerization are presented, permitting a calculation of
the entropy change, which is analyzed in a novel way that
motivates an analysis of structural changes in the NMA molecule
as a function of Ω. The dramatic distortion of bond lengths
and angles observed near the barrier maximum is due to
electronic structure changes in the amide group, specifically, a
reduction in the C(O)-N bond order and C f N atomic charge
transfer, described in ref 10 and discussed further here. In
addition, the molecular dipole moment of the surrounding
solvent molecules is characterized, revealing an increase of this
quantity for H2O molecules interacting with the carbonyl
oxygen, O*, of NMA(aq).
Although the true reaction pathway is a complex function of
several degrees of freedom, the additional degrees of freedom
that might couple to Ω have relatively small energetic barriers.
First, the twisting of NMA about Ω is accompanied by a
“flipping” of the amide hydrogen, H*, from a (roughly)
antiparallel to parallel position relative to O*,33,34 or a change
in the value of the angle ∠C(H3)-C(O)-N(H)-H, from 0° to
180°. Besides this “flipping”, two additional degrees of freedom
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Figure 9. Predicted g2(rH*O,cos θH*OH) contour maps of C22 eq-NMA(aq) over two different axis ranges, BLYP eq-NMA(aq), and C22 bt-NMA(aq), bts-NMA(aq), and bc-NMA(aq). Only contour lines equal to or greater than 1.05 are shown and are incremented by 0.025.

are the rotation of the methyl groups, generating four local
minima in the potential energy surface characterized by specific
values of the angles φ and ψ.35,36 However, the energies
associated with these additional motions are relatively small.
Specifically, the free energy barrier surmounted by the “floppy”
amide hydrogen is only 1.3 kcal/mol, which is estimated by
performing a long MD simulation of C22 NMA(g) with a
constrained value of Ω, 97°, and unbiasing the resultant
probability distribution function.21 Furthermore, the energy
difference between methyl rotamers in trans-NMA(g) is only
0.41 kcal/mol (BLYP/70 Ry), 0.38 kcal/mol (BLYP/110 Ry),
or 0.76 kcal/mol (C22), whereas the values in cis-NMA(g) are
1.03, 1.09, and 2.96 kcal/mol, respectively. Thus, at T ) 300
K, only ≈2 kT is needed to sample fully these additional degrees
of freedom in BLYP NMA(g), and a more expensive calculation
including a multidimensional reaction coordinate is not war-

ranted. On the other hand, solvent degrees of freedom might
be expected to play a significant role in solution. However, the
preceding analysis of C22 solvation structures along the reaction
path indicates that the distribution of solvent molecules does
not change dramatically. Thus, a one-dimensional coordinate
can be taken to model approximately the isomerization process
in solution.
A. Thermodynamic Changes during Isomerization. The
static (0 K) relative energy, ∆Eo, profiles of NMA(g), obtained
by optimizing structures with constrained values of Ω at
different levels of theory, have interesting shapes (Figure 11).
The curves calculated under C22, at the BLYP level of theory
with a planewave basis set, and at the MP2 level of theory with
a (localized) 6-311++G(d,p) basis set are in excellent agreement
with each other and other method/basis set combinations37,38 at
points near trans- and cis-NMA(g). In fact, Ω ) 174° is more
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Figure 10. A selected molecule involved in the solvation of C22 eqNMA(aq) in 232 H2O molecules.

Figure 11. Static (0 K) NMA(g) energy profiles not including a zeropoint energy correction.

stable (by 0.05 kcal/mol) than Ω ) 180° at the MP2/6311++G(d,p) level of theory, while under both of the latter
two methods, Ω ≈ 15° is more stable than Ω ) 0°, in agreement
with others.38 (For further discussion, see ref 39.) However, the
C22 model curve is generally “steeper” due to improper dihedral
terms in the potential function.19 More importantly, the C22
prediction is substantially different, by several kcal/mol, from
the other methods near the barrier maximum. Note that the
predicted barrier height from the MP2/6-311++G(d,p) calculations performed here, 13.5 kcal/mol, is somewhat different from
an earlier value,34 16.8 kcal/mol, which is the relative energy
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(of the relevant stationary point) obtained at the MP2 level of
theory with a 6-31G(d) basis set, indicating a basis set effect.
The relative Helmholtz free energies, ∆A, extracted from the
umbrella sampling simulations of BLYP and C22 NMA(g) and
NMA(aq),10 also exhibit some significant differences (Figure
12). The ∆A’s of BLYP and C22 cis-NMA(g) are similar, but
those obtained for cis-NMA(aq) are in disagreement, which is
explained by the calculated dipole moments. In the AIMD
(BLYP/pw) simulations, the dipole moment of cis-NMA is
larger than that of trans-NMA (in either gas or aqueous phases),
and thus cis-NMA(aq) is stabilized by dipolar coupling with
polar water molecules to a greater extent than trans-NMA(aq).
However, the dipole moment of C22 trans-NMA is slightly
larger than that of cis-NMA, leading to a destabilization of cisNMA(aq) relative to trans-NMA(aq). Regardless of model, the
solvation free energy for both cis- and trans-NMA(aq) is roughly
the same, which is in agreement with both experimental and
theoretical model predictions.40 Another difference is that the
BLYP model predicts a significantly lower barrier height, in
both gas and aqueous phases. The uncertainty in the AIMD
(BLYP/pw) ∆A profiles is (2σ(Ω) ≈ (1 kcal/mol (which
would explain the different curvatures of the ∆A profiles near
cis-NMA), while that of the C22 curves is only (0.2 kcal/mol
(Appendix A), and finite-size effects are negligible, based on
tests performed10 with C22 NMA(aq) in 27 versus 232 H2O
molecules.
Both ∆Eo and ∆A are a sensitive function of the model
physics near the barrier maximum, suggesting that the barrier
height is determined primarily by energetic (rather than entropic)
factors. The entropic change, -T∆S, is calculated from the C22
NMA(g) profiles of ∆A and of ∆E, the latter of which is determined both by binning it as a function of Ω and by calculating
it from two ∆A curves obtained at 320 and 282 K, according to

∆E(Ω;300 K) ≈

ln∆A(Ω;282 K) - ln ∆A(Ω;320 K)
(3)
2∆β

which is derived from E(Ω;300 K) ) ∂[βA(Ω)]/∂β, where ∆β

Figure 12. Thermodynamic energy of either NMA(g) or NMA(aq) in 27 H2O molecules during isomerization and accompanying electronic structure
changes (ELF[F] ) 0.91 ) purple isosurface, WFC ) small purple spheres that each carry -2e charge, 2° bin).
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) -65.79 au-1. In either case, the C22 NMA(g) profile of
-T∆S is a relatively constant function that is statistically
different from zero only at the barrier maximum and near Ω ≈
0°. The origin, or molecular basis, of this change is examined
in Appendix B by defining new thermodynamic functions that
can be simply and physically interpreted at the molecular level,
for any model system.
B. Geometry of NMA(aq) during Isomerization. The free
energy difference between ab initio (BLYP) and empirical (C22)
models near the barrier maximum is attributed to a combination
of factors. The C22 barrier height is parametrized to a single
experimental estimate based on NMR measurements.19 In contrast, given the excellent agreement between the BLYP/70 Ry
and MP2/6-311++G(d,p) ∆Eo profiles (Figure 11), it is unlikely
that AIMD (BLYP/pw) is greatly underestimating the barrier
height, which can happen in systems where van der Waals forces
are dominant. In fact, the AIMD (BLYP/pw) barrier maximum
is lowered in both gas and aqueous phases relative to C22
(Figures 11 and 12) by geometric distortions that are allowed
under BLYP but are essentially prohibited under C22.
The geometric changes accompanying isomerization are all
localized near the amide nitrogen atom. In Figure 13, selected
geometric parameters of NMA(aq) as a function of Ω predicted
by both AIMD (BLYP/pw) and C22, obtained by binning the
geometry and averaging the results in a given bin, are compared.
Three bond lengths and three bond angles, all involving nitrogen,
are significantly distorted by more than 0.025 Å or 1°,
respectively, from their equilibrium values during the isomerization of BLYP NMA(aq) (Figure 13) or NMA(g) (not shown).
For clarity, only the statistical uncertainty (Appendix A) in the
AIMD (BLYP/pw) results is shown; that of C22 is very similar.
Conversely, bonds are essentially unchanged and bends are only
moderately altered during the C22 simulations (Figure 13). In
particular, the BLYP C(O)-N bond is lengthened by 0.1 Å.
The electronic structure changes10 accompanying this bond
elongation are explored in detail in the next section.
C. Electronic Structure of the Amide Group and Peptide
Bond in NMA during Isomerization. In this work, as in a
previous study,10 two complementary, state-of-the-art tools are
employed to probe the electronic structure of NMA. First, the
average position of the electron pairs (in a spin-paired calculation) is provided by the Wannier or Boys-Foster function
centers,41 WFCi, which are defined with respect to the expectation value of Ne/2 maximally localized orbitals, φ̃i:

WFCi ) 〈ri〉 ) 〈φ̃i|r|φ̃i〉

(4)

The φ̃i are obtained from the AIMD (BLYP/pw) Kohn-Sham
orbitals, φi, via a unitary transformation,
Ne/2

φ̃i )

Uijφi
∑
j)1

where 〈φ̃i|φ̃j〉 ) δij

(5)

and the matrix elements, Uij, are chosen to minimize the spread,
Ne/2

S)

[〈φi|r2|φi〉 - (〈φi|r|φi〉)2]
∑
i)1

(6)

The second tool, the electron localization functional,42 ELF[F] or simply ELF, is used to depict regions where electron pair
formation is likely and is defined by

ELF[F] )

1
1 + f[F,∇F]

(7)

Figure 13. Selected geometric parameters of NMA(aq) in 27 H2O
molecules along the reaction pathway, Ω. The atom indices in the key
are defined in the x-axis label.

where f[F,∇F] is related to the probability of a nearby like-spin
electron, and 0 e ELF[F] e 1. This quantity does not depend
on Uij, whose form is arbitrary, but only on the electron density,
F(r), and its gradient, ∇F(r), and thus offers a check of the
Wannier predictions.
Using these tools, a new perspective on the electronic
structure of the amide group is gained.10 In trans-NMA or cisNMA, the C(O)-N bond is described by two shared electron
binding pairs (BP) (versus lone pairs, LP) lying outside of the
molecular plane and forming an angle of ∠BP(1)-N-BP(2)
) 70° (Figure 12). This strange angular value is explained by
the character of either the Wannier orbitals themselves, or the
banana-shaped ELF isosurface, which can be thought of as a
linear combination of a “bent” nitrogen pz orbital (due to its
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attraction to the positive C(O) nucleus) and a sp2 hybrid orbital.
Conversely, a value of 90° would be predicted assuming a
“straight” pz orbital. Based on static (T ) O K) calculations
performed at the same (BLYP/pw) level of theory, this angle is
larger than either ∠BP-C-BP ) 50° describing the double
bond in ethene or ∠BP-O-BP ) 56° describing the CdO bond
in acetone, because the BP are situated much closer to nitrogen
than to carbon in NMA. This fact is a consequence of the octet
rule: The neutrality of the carbon atom, with five electron pairs
“loosely” associated with it, must be preserved based on linear
interpolation of charge population. The structure of the carbonyl
bond, with ∠BP-O-BP ) 60° and ∠LP-O-LP ) 140°, is
similarly explained. However, the ELF isosurface associated
with this bond is noticeably different from that of the partialdouble C(O)-N bond (Figure 12).
During isomerization, the peptide C(O)-N bond is significantly altered, whereas the carbonyl bond is essentially unchanged, supporting the Wiberg model of isomerization. The
banana-shaped C(O)-N bond is noticeably asymmetric even
for a value of Ω ) (179°, and, as shown in Figure 12, it is not
present near the barrier maximum. Instead, the value of ∠BPN-BP or ∠LP-N-BP is close to 107.5°, the sp3 trigonal
pyramidal angle in VSEPR theory. On the other hand, the Cd
O bond, and its associated angles, are essentially unchanged.
Thus, the isomerization process is most closely described by
the Wiberg model of the amide group, in which only the
C(O)-N bond order is affected (or a C f N atomic charge
transfer is effected) upon converting to the “transition-state”
structure, C()O)-N.
This intutitive pictorial description is complementary to that
provided by ab initio valence bond calculations of formamide.
As suggested by these calculations,9 several resonance forms
are needed to describe the planar amide group of trans- or cisNMA, three of which are:

[C(dO)-N T C+(-O-)-N T C(-O-)dN+]

(8)

while additional forms include

[C-(-O)-N+ T C-(-O+)-N T C-(-O-)-N2+] (9)
Under a valence bond description, trans- or cis-NMA can be
described by a N f C charge transfer and a partial-double
C(O)-N peptide bond superimposed on a polarized C)O group.
At the barrier maximum, π-electron resonance is inhibited by
the molecular conformation (but possibly the N-atom lone pair
is slightly delocalized due to hyperconjugation involving the σ
frame), and the N-atom is pyramidalized from sp2 to sp3 ground
states. The former effect is destabilizing and, very likely, only
partially offset by the latter, resulting in a significant contribution
to the calculated rotational battier. The length of the C)O bond,
a polar entity, in formamide is relatively unchanged.
Our MP2/6-311++G(d,p) calculations can also be reconciled
with the above perspectives (as seen in the study of formamide9).
At the stationary point where Ω ) 173°, the calculated CdO
and C(O)-N bond populations are 2.64 and 2.28 electrons,
respectively, corresponding to bond orders of 1.32 and 1.14. A
partial excess electron is included in the O-atom valence shell
(2.68e). Also, the lone pair of nitrogen is depleted, 1.31e < 2e,
from which mesomeric structure weights of 0.66 (neutral) and
0.34 (zwitterion) are calculated. The expected populations are
gradually recovered as the “transition state” is approached,
except that the CdO bond population, ≈2.4e, is skewed low
due to the electronegativity of oxygen.

Figure 14. Calculated dipole moment of either (top) NMA(g) (BLYP
and C22 results: 2° bin) or (bottom) NMA(aq) in 27 H2O molecules
(BLYP: 6° bin, C22: 2° bin).

D. Molecular Dipole Moment of NMA and Solvating H2O
Molecules. Although the dipole moment of trans-NMA(g) is
captured reasonably well by either AIMD (BLYP/pw) or C22,
its dependence on the Ω torsion is a sensitive function of the
model chosen (Figure 14). This quantity is calculated as a
function of Ω by treating each WFC as a charge of -2e,
assigning positive charges to the atomic nuclei, and averaging
either the 5-15 (BLYP) or several thousand (C22) values
obtained in a given bin, enabling a direct calculation of the
standard deviation (Appendix A). Under BLYP, the dipole
moment of cis-NMA(g) is a few tenths of a Debye larger than
that of trans-NMA(g), as predicted by others,43 whereas the
converse is true under C22. Also, near the barrier maximum,
the profiles are quite different: The shape of the BLYP profile
is less symmetric than that of C22, and the drop is more
substantial. Although the spread of values obtained in each bin
is larger under C22 than under BLYP due to the greater number
of configurations sampled, the calculated Ω-dependent error bars
are very similar (Figure 14).
In solution, the dipole moment of AIMD (BLYP/pw) NMA(aq) is generally enhanced by a factor of roughly 2, whereas
that of C22 NMA(aq) is hardly changed (Figure 14). (Note, 15
BLYP configurations are evaluated in each larger bin.) This
approximate doubling43 is due to the electronic polarization of
BLYP NMA(aq) accompanied by geometric distortions from
hydrogen bonding. Although the average value obtained for
configurations with Ω ≈ 150° is nearly 1 D less than that
calculated for trans-NMA(aq), this likely artifact is within the
sampling error. Conversely, the profile describing C22 NMA(aq) is only shifted upward by a small amount relative to that
of the gas phase, due to minor geometric perturbations resulting
from the NMA-solvent interactions and no polarization effects,
because the empirical (atomic) charges are fixed.
The dipole moment of AIMD (BLYP/pw) H2O molecules in
the first solvation shell is different from that of the bulk, whereas
it is constant, 2.35 D, under C22 due to the rigidity of the
monomer and its static charges. As shown in Figure 15, the
dipole moment of AIMD (BLYP/pw) H2O molecules forming
a hydrogen bond to the carbonyl oxygen at an oxygen-oxygen
distance of about 2.5 Å is increased by 0.5 D relative to that of
other molecules. On the other hand, the dipole moment of H2O
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Figure 15. Dipole moment of BLYP H2O molecules versus distance
from either the carbonyl oxygen, O*, or amide hydrogen, H*, of BLYP
NMA(aq) (0.1 Å bin).

molecules accepting a hydrogen bond from the amino hydrogen
is only slightly enhanced by 0-0.2 D at short distances. The
H2O molecules that are in close proximity to either O*, highly
electronegative, or H* are more likely to form a relatively strong
hydrogen bond with these bonding partners, resulting in
electronic polarization and, likely, the geometric distortion of
these H2O molecules (in the first solvation shell). As expected,
far from either the O* or H* atoms, the molecular dipole
moment of the BLYP H2O molecules converges to the previously reported value of 3.0 D in bulk liquid water.44
VIII. Conclusions
A detailed examination of the solvent shell structure of NMA(aq) has been performed. Several new predictions were made
that are awaiting experimental or theoretical verification. In
particular, the carbonyl oxygen-water hydrogen hydrogen bond
is comparable to that in pure liquid water; the CHARMM22
model is predicting a shorter bond, whereas the ab initio (BLYP/
pw) treatment is suggesting a slightly longer bond. Both models
are unambiguously predicting an amide hydrogen-water oxygen
hydrogen bond that is longer than water’s. The rearrangement
of solvent molecules within the first shell is comparatively minor
during isomerization. Thus, the coupling of solvent degrees of
freedom to the reaction coordinate might not dramatically affect
the rate of isomerization, in particular, if the solvent rearrangement is fast relative to the comparatively slow isomerization
process about the preselected pathway. However, we emphasize
that a reaction rate is not computed in this work. Our goal is,
rather, the characterization of a possible reaction path.
The isomerization process itself is dominated by energetic,
and not entropic, contributions, based on a detailed analysis of
the thermodynamic changes. The significant difference in
predicted barrier heights is attributed to structural deformations
near the barrier maximum that are not effectively captured by
the CHARMM22 model, resulting from electronic structure
changes under the ab initio (BLYP/pw) treatment that are
confined primarily to the amide group. Thus, care must be taken
when employing empirical models to study processes along the
reaction coordinate where the model is not parametrized. As
predicted by both models, the entropy change during isomerization is small. An analysis employing CHARMM22 (Appendix B) suggests that the “reaction” is entropically disfavored
due to the close proximity of the methyl groups in cis-NMA,
inhibiting their rotation and anharmonic effects. The details of
the electronic structure changes accompanying isomerization are
not yet clear, underscoring the need for additional experimental
and high-level theoretical studies of the amide group. Note that
if atomic charge populations, bond orders, and/or bond orbitals
are calculated, their definitions must be consistent with earlier
work to ensure a valid comparison.
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Appendix A: Error Analysis
In this work, careful attention is paid to the statistical
uncertainty associated with the AIMD (BLYP/pw) results. Finite
size effects are estimated by comparing results from simulations
with C22 NMA(aq) in 27 or 232 H2O molecules.
The error bars, σ(r), given in Figures 1 and 2 and the error
bars, σ(θ), in Figures 4 and 5 that bracket the C22 results are
actually used to provide an estimate of the error in the AIMD
(BLYP/pw) results.10 These error bars are calculated by first
performing several (Nsim ) 20) C22 simulations with the same
system size, NH2O, time step, δt, and data collection period, u,
employed in the AIMD (BLYP/pw) simulations. Subsequently,
the twenty g(r) values (section III) or P(θ) values (section V)
obtained from these C22 simulations are averaged, enabling the
calculation of either σ(r) or σ(θ), which are not shown on the
AIMD (BLYP/pw) results due to the different shapes of the
C22 and AIMD (BLYP/pw) functions plotted. The corresponding error in the C22 g(r) itself, calculated from the trajectory
of length, Nsimu, is σC22(r) ) σm(r) ) σ(r)/xNsim. A similar
formula is used to estimate the error in the C22 P(θ) and may
also be applied to estimate the uncertainty from C22 simulations
of different arbitrary length.
Both statistical uncertainty and finite-size effects associated
with the AIMD (BLYP/pw) 3D maps in section VI are estimated
by comparing results from a C22 simulation with the same NH2O,
δt, and u, used in the AIMD (BLYP/pw) simulation to those
from the “converged” C22 eq-NMA(aq) run employing 232 H2O
molecules. In all cases, the differences between the maps are
quite minor, even beyond half the box length, L/2, partly due
to the understructuring of C22 in this region beyond the first
solvation shell. Note that because very long runs would be
required to achieve full convergence because of their high dimensionality, the 3D functions are smoothed by applying a moving window average [Savitzky-Golay (0,2,2) filter] first to the
cosine terms at every distance (or r value) greater than 2.5 Å
and then to these distances at each cosine value. This filtering
procedure is applied once to the empirical model results and
twice to the AIMD (BLYP/pw) model results in section VI.
The statistical error in the AIMD (BLYP/pw) free energy
profiles of Figure 12 is computed as a function of the Ω torsion
using the following procedure. Several (Nsim ) 20) C22 runs
are performed with the AIMD (BLYP/pw) NH2O, δt, and u
simulation parameters, and Nsim ) 20 energy profiles are
calculated. Each of the C22 curves, ∆Am(Ω), m ) 1, ..., Nsim,
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Two new thermodynamic functions are defined in terms of
the Helmholtz free energy, ∆A, the energy, ∆E, and the
minimum energy, ∆Eo, profiles along the reaction coordinate

-T∆S ) ∆ω + ∆χe
∆ω ≡ ∆A + ∆E - 2∆Eο
∆χe ≡ -2(∆E - ∆Eo)

(13)
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The new terms split -T∆S into two contributions, to which
physical meaning can be more easily assigned than to the sum,
at least within a model Hamiltonian.
To interpret ∆ω and ∆χe, a classical rigid rotor-harmonic
oscillator model with an anharmonic perturbation, δφ, applied
to the harmonic potential, φ ) (1/2)∑3N-7
µiωi2Si2, is defined.
i
3N-7

δφ )
Figure 16. Some thermodynamic quantities of C22 NMA(g). The
-T∆S curve is the sum of ∆ω and ∆χe curves (2° bin).

which are determined up to an arbitrary constant, is then shifted
by a δAm, chosen to minimize
Nsim Npnt

F)

[∆Ak(Ωi) - ∆Aj(Ωi) - δAk + δAj]2
∑
∑
k,j)1 i)1

(2 + 4δjk)-1Cjk(µjωjSj2)(µkωkSk2)
∑
j,k

Here the Cjk are anharmonic coupling constants, and µj, ωj, and
Sj are the mass, frequency, and coordinates of the bath modes
(i.e., the 3N - 7 normal modes orthogonal to the reaction
coordinate, R), and δjk is the Kronecker delta. The partition
function, QPE
vib, is straightforwardly calculated within first-order
thermodynamic perturbation theory from the total potential, φ
+ δφ, ultimately yielding eq 15 (where β ) 1/kT).

(10)
-βEo(R)
QPE
vib ) e

with respect to the δAm’s. The general solution is
Nsim

δAm ) ∆Am - ∆A +

δAj
∑
j)1

(11)

which can be simplified to

δAm ) ∆Am - ∆A

(12)

Nsim
if the condition ∑j)1
δAj ) 0 is imposed, where the mean
Npnt
value of a curve is ∆Am ) (1/Npnt)∑i)1
∆Am(Ωi), and the
Nsim
average of the mean values is ∆A ) (1/Nsim)∑j)1
∆Aj. After the
twenty δAm’s are applied to the free energy profiles, σ(Ω) is
computed.10
The Ω-dependent error bars, σ(Ω), in Figures 13, 14, and 15
are calculated straightforwardly. For either the AIMD (BLYP/
pw) or C22 simulations, the values of the structural parameters
or dipole moment collected in a given bin are averaged, enabling
the calculation of σ(Ω).
The Ω-dependent error bars, σm(Ω), in Figure 16 provide a
direct estimate of the error in the C22 ∆ω and ∆χe. After
calculating σ(Ω) from several (Nsim ) 20) C22 simulations with
the AIMD (BLYP/pw) NH2O, δt, and u simulation parameters
as described above, the desired uncertainty, σm(Ω) ) σ(Ω)/
xNsim, is estimated.

Appendix B: Decomposition of the Entropy Change
during a Reaction
The physical basis for the entropic change of a process,
-T∆S, is often difficult to identify. In this section, two new
thermodynamic functions are postulated and then analyzed
within a rigid rotor-harmonic oscillator model with a weak
anharmonic perturbation to gain insight into the entropy change
of reaction.

(14)

3N-7

QKE
vib )

∏i

3N-7

∏i

x

x (
2π

βµiωi2

1 3N-7
2β

Cjk
∑
j,k

)

µi

2πp2β

Qvib ) e-βEo(R)

1-

3N-7

∏i

(

(βpωi)-1 1 -

1 3N-7
2β

Cjk
∑
j,k

)

(15)

For processes such that ln Q(Rfinal) - lnQ(Rinit) ≈ ln Qvib(i)
(Rfinal) - ln Qvib(Rinit) ≡ ln Q(f)
vib - ln Qvib, e.g., where the
molecule’s rotational constants can be assumed to be approximately invariant, expressions for the thermodynamic
quantities, ∆A and ∆E, can be derived from eq 15 and the
relations A ) -ln Q/β and E ) -∂(lnQ)/∂β. Substituting the
expressions derived for ∆A and ∆E into eq 13 and using the
fact that ωj ) 1/(σjxµj) yields

∆ω )
∆χe )

13N-7

∑ ln
β j
1
β2

3N-7

( )
x

σ(i)
µ(i)
j
j

x

σ(f)
µ(f)
j
j

∆Cjk
∑
j,k

(16)

(i)
where ∆Cjk ) Cjk(Rfinal) - Cjk(Rinit) ≡ C(f)
jk - Cjk .
Making the additional assumptions that the inverse mass
tensor in the Cartesian basis is both diagonal and not a function
of the reaction coordinate, the product of all the normal mode
masses

3N-7

1

3N-7

∑j ln xµj ) 2 ln ∏j µj

(17)
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Figure 17. The ∠H-C(H2)-C(O)-O distribution of C22 trans-NMA(g) (Ω̃j ) -180°), “TS”-NMA(g) (Ω̃j ) -90°), and cis-NMA(g) (Ω̃j
) 0°).
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is constant, and eq 16 simplifies to

∆ω )

∆χe )

1 3N-7
β

∑j

1
β2

σ (i)
j
ln
σ (f)
j

3N-7

∑
j,k

∆Cjk

(18)

Equation 18 is the key result. Provided that the normal mode
masses, µj, remain essentially unperturbed (e.g., the direction
of the modes is constant), ∆ω depends only on the widths of
the (Gaussian) modal distribution functions, σj, at initial and
final points along R. Within the model, ∆ω becomes a measure
of normal mode compression/expansion. In contrast, ∆χe gives
an indication of changes in anharmonicity of the bath modes.
The multiminima generalization of this interpretation of eq 13
follows straightforwardly via an inherent structures approach.47
Note that many widely used software packages make a strictly
harmonic evaluation of ∆ω with ∆χe ) 0, while the generalized
Langevin equation (GLE) assumes a harmonic bath with ∆ω
) ∆χe ) -T∆S ) 0. These models miss subtle contributions
to the entropy changes.
Determining ∆ω and ∆χe for NMA along R ) Ω allows the
molecular basis for -T∆S to be revealed. For example, relative
to trans-NMA(g), ∆ω under C22 is positive near cis-NMA(g)
but negative near the barrier maximum (Figure 16). The latter
is correlated with changes in the width of methyl H’s torsional
distributions (Figure 17). Changes in ∆χe are observed wherever
the molecule’s geometry is distorted from that of trans-NMA(g). Thus, the entropy of cis-NMA(g) decreases (i.e., -T∆S is
positive), because the methyl rotation is sterically hindered by
the close proximity of methyl groups and anharmonic effects.
Conversely, the entropy change near the “transition state” is
slightly positive because of facile methyl rotation due to a lack
of steric interference. Note that the amide hydrogen, H*, is
artificially restrained in the C22 model of NMA,19,33,48 and the
width of the ∠H-N-C(O)-C(H3) distribution is approximately
constant. This latter result is not valid for the ab initio (BLYP)
model for which the statistical error in ∆ω and ∆χe is too large,
(σ ) (0.7 kcal/mol, to permit a meaningful interpretation.
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